An important feature of addiction is the high drug craving that may promote the continuation of consumption. Environmental stimuli classically conditioned to drug-intake have a strong motivational power for addicts and can elicit craving. However, addicts differ in the attitudes towards their own consumption behavior: some are content with drug taking (consonant users) whereas others are discontent (dissonant users). Such differences may be important for clinical practice because the experience of dissonance might enhance the likelihood to consider treatment. This fMRI study investigated in smokers whether these different attitudes influence subjective and neural responses to smoking stimuli. Based on self-characterization, smokers were divided into consonant and dissonant smokers. These two groups were presented smoking stimuli and neutral stimuli. Former studies have suggested differences in the impact of smoking stimuli depending on the temporal stage of the smoking ritual they are associated with. Therefore, we used stimuli associated with the beginning (BEGIN-smoking-stimuli) and stimuli associated with the terminal stage (END-smoking-stimuli) of the smoking ritual as distinct stimulus categories. Stimulus ratings did not differ between both groups. Brain data showed that BEGINsmoking-stimuli led to enhanced mesolimbic responses (amygdala, hippocampus, insula) in dissonant compared to consonant smokers. In response to END-smoking-stimuli, dissonant smokers showed reduced mesocortical responses (orbitofrontal cortex, subcallosal cortex) compared to consonant smokers. These results suggest that smoking stimuli with a high incentive value (BEGIN-smoking-stimuli) are more appetitive for dissonant than consonant smokers at least on the neural level. To the contrary, smoking stimuli with low incentive value (END-smoking-stimuli) seem to be less appetitive for dissonant smokers than consonant smokers. These differences might be one reason why dissonant smokers experience difficulties in translating their attitudes into an actual behavior change.
Introduction
Tobacco addiction is a chronically relapsing disorder characterized by withdrawal symptoms when abstinent, strong compulsions for drug-use (craving), and loss of control over intake [1] . As a result, addicts show a remarkable persistence of drug-use behavior despite its apparent negative consequences [2, 3] . However, after a while, they often experience a growing dissociation between the desire to consume a drug and the reflective evaluation of their behavior. As a result, addicts often want to quit drug consumption because of rational reasons but are unable to do so because of the overwhelming desire to consume and a severely reduced ability to control this desire [4, 5] . This dissociation has been hypothesized to result at least partly from a maladaptive interaction between two systems that are important for guiding behavior: an 'impulsive' system that is driven by signals of immediate reward and a 'reflective' control system which is sensitive to prospective positive or negative consequences [5, [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, addicts differ considerably in their tendency to engage in reflective processing of the negative consequences of drug-taking and, as a result, in their attitudes towards their own consumption behavior.
Concerning nicotine addiction, McKennel & Thomas (1967, cited in [10] ; see also [11] ) introduced the concept of consonant and dissonant smokers to describe such differences in reflective processing and attitude. Consonant smokers are content with their smoking behavior, experience more advantages than disadvantages, and do not want to quit, even if this could be done easily. Dissonant smokers are discontent with their smoking behavior, experience more disadvantages than advantages, and want to quit. The distinction between these groups is important for clinical considerations because the development of dissonance is an important first step for changing addictive behavior [11, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
As described above, craving is a major hallmark of addiction. Importantly, it can be elicited by external or internal stimuli that are classically conditioned to drug intake [4, 17, 18] . These 'drugcues' have been proposed to signal the immediate availability of drug reward, thereby evoking activity in the impulsive system, which is not sufficiently counteracted by the reflective system (e.g. [4, 5, 8, 9, 17, 18] ). Therefore, they are believed to possess a strong motivational impact on addicts promoting continued consumption and relapses [18] [19] [20] .
Human research has provided considerable evidence that drugcues can elicit craving (for an overview see [21] ), appetitive psychophysiological responses (e.g. [22] [23] [24] [25] ), and mesocorticolimbic brain activity underlying incentive affective processing (for overviews see [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] ). Concerning nicotine addiction, however, recent studies with smokers have shown that this reactivity might depend on the temporal position of the stimuli in the consumption ritual [24, [32] [33] [34] [35] . Stimuli associated with the beginning of the smoking ritual (BEGIN-smoking-stimuli) elicit high cue-reactivity as described above. In contrast, stimuli associated with the terminal stage of the smoking ritual (END-smoking-stimuli) seem to evoke only modest cue-reactivity. More precisely, END-smoking-stimuli fail to evoke the high craving response seen for BEGIN-smokingstimuli [24, 32] . Further, whereas BEGIN-smoking-stimuli attenuate the startle response similar to positively valenced pictures, such an effect was not found for END-smoking-stimuli [22, 24, 33] . Moreover, END-smoking-stimuli fail to distract smokers from current activities (attentional bias), which is believed to be an important feature of drug-cues and can be observed for BEGINsmoking-stimuli [35] . These differences could also apply to other addictions, because similar results were found for alcoholics and alcohol stimuli [36, 37] .
Importantly, one should not prematurely assume END-smoking-stimuli to be simply weak cues, because Mucha and colleagues [24] demonstrated that END-smoking-stimuli seem to reduce the effects of BEGIN-smoking-stimuli when both are presented together. Further, Stippekohl et al. [34] found END-smokingstimuli to elicit a neural response pattern that was composed of activations as well as deactivations. Deactivations occurred in the ventral striatum and the anterior cingulate cortex, which are believed to be involved in processes like cue detection, appetitive processing, craving, and the loss of control that characterizes addiction (e.g. [4, 18, 26, 27, 47] ). Thus, responses elicited by ENDsmoking-stimuli might represent a unique reactivity, which may even oppose the responses triggered by BEGIN-smoking-stimuli. These findings may be surprising, because when terminal stimuli naturally occur, the blood nicotine level reaches its peak (see also [24, [38] [39] [40] ). Thus, one could also assume that END-smokingstimuli may be associated with higher levels of reward or pleasure. However, results of Mucha et al. [24] suggest that the differences between BEGIN-and END-smoking-stimuli might be due to differences in the signalled drug availability (high for BEGINsmoking-stimuli, low for END-smoking-stimuli) and previous research has demonstrated that drug availability is an important modulator of subjects' responses to drug cues (stronger responses when drug availability is high [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] ).
Despite a huge amount of research concerning both, attitudes towards smoking behavior and reactivity towards smoking stimuli, studies investigating the influence of the different attitudes on the responses to smoking stimuli are rare. Using the startle response as a physiological measure of affective state, current studies suggest that the attitude towards the ones own smoking behavior can have an influence on cue reactivity. While smoking cues elicit a positive affect in subjects not willing to quit (leading to an attenuation of the startle response), this effect seems to be reduced in subjects with a high motivation to quit [23, 48] . Additionally, smokers willing to quit showed higher heart rate responses and a stronger feeling of guilt in response to smoking cues [49] . However, data regarding subjective responses to cues are ambiguous. McDermut and Haaga [49] as well as Dempsey and colleagues [23] found no evidence of altered craving, valence, or arousal responses. Munoz et al. [48] to the contrary, found higher valence, lower arousal, and a trend for lower craving ratings in smokers with low motivation to quit compared to smokers with high motivation to quit.
Considering neural responses to smoking stimuli, the effects of different attitudes towards smoking have, to our knowledge, not yet been investigated. To account for this lack, we performed the present analysis of an fMRI data set that was collected in the course of a larger study to obtain information on how consonant and dissonant smokers differ in the processing of smoking related stimuli (BEGIN-smoking-stimuli as well as END-smoking-stimuli) on a subjective and neural level (see methods for details). We hypothesized that consonant smokers are more responsive to the impact of smoking stimuli than dissonant smokers, because the negative attitude towards one's own smoking behavior in dissonant smokers supposedly alters the responses to these stimuli. Specifically, we hypothesized that BEGIN-smoking-stimuli, which signal the immediate availability of a drug reward, trigger stronger subjective and neural responses in consonant smokers than in dissonant smokers. For END-smoking-stimuli, which signal only a low drug availability, we expected reverse results. END-smokingstimuli signal the unavailability of a drug reward and should thus lead to avoidance behavior and further search for stimuli signaling the availability of a drug reward. These effects should be stronger for consonant smokers because they should be more motivated for smoking than dissonant smokers. Further, because END-smokingstimuli have been shown to lead to reduced appetitive responses or to an inhibition of these responses, we expected this effect (reduction of responses) to be stronger in consonant smokers. This, in turn, should lead to weaker responses in consonant compared to dissonant smokers in the statistical group comparison.
Methods
The current analysis is part of a larger study investigating the effects of seven different stimulus categories on neural activity in smokers and non-smokers.
Subjects
Sixteen consonant and sixteen dissonant smokers participated in the study. The two groups were defined on the basis of criteria proposed by Eiser et al. [10] . First, a written definition of the terms ''consonant smoker'' and ''dissonant smoker'' (referring to Eiser, Sutton and Wober [10] and McKennel & Thomas, 1967 (cited in [10] ) was provided.
Then, subjects were asked to characterize themselves on a 9-point Likert scale ranging form (1) ''purely consonant'' to (9) ''purely dissonant''. Only subjects with values ranging from 1 to 3 (consonant smokers) or from 7 to 9 (dissonant smokers) were invited to participate in the study. The description of the two types of smoking attitudes read:
Dear participants, the aim of this questionnaire is to determine your attitude towards your own smoking behavior and to you being a smoker. There are no right or wrong answers. It is merely about your personal opinion. In order to simplify the process, we will introduce two types of smoking attitudes, among which smokers vary: consonant smokers perceive their smoking behavior as very positive, dissonant smokers however perceive their smoking behavior as very negative. You will have to judge your own attitude on a 9-point scale indicating how much you tend to one of these types. Smoking attitudes vary between the two types that will now be introduced in more detail: All subjects were right handed. Most of them were students receiving either money (10 Euro/h) or course credits for their participation. No subject was taking regular medication, had a history of psychiatric or neurological illness, or reported other drug abuse. All subjects were fully informed about the experimental procedure and gave their written consent. Regarding the purposes of the study, they were told that neural and subjective responses to smoking and general emotional stimuli would be investigated. To avoid biases in our data, subjects were not informed about any potential influences of the attitude towards their own smoking behavior prior to the experiment. The study was performed in accordance with the ethical standards of the fifth revision of the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethical Committee of the German Psychological Association.
Stimuli and task
Seven stimulus categories were presented: smoking stimuli and their respective control stimuli were taken from a picture set developed previously [34] . Smoking cues (BEGIN-smokingstimuli) depicted the beginning of the smoking ritual and showed someone taking the first puff on a cigarette. Pictures showing the terminal stage of the smoking ritual (END-smoking-stimuli) depicted someone stubbing out a cigarette butt. Control pictures for BEGIN-smoking-stimuli showed someone putting a toothbrush into the mouth; control pictures for END-smoking-stimuli depicted someone putting a toothbrush back into a beaker. Smoking and control pictures were close-up views of the respective actions. Pictures of the teeth-brushing ritual were used as control condition, because they can be matched to the smoking process with respect to temporal stages, body parts, as well as number and color of objects shown (for example, ashtrays, lighters, toothbrushes, beakers). Teeth-brushing can be considered as neutral because it is an overlearned everyday routine. This assumption was shown to be true in former studies, which yielded neutral ratings for the teeth-brushing stimuli [34, 35] . Further emotional stimuli presented during the experiment but not analyzed here were aversive pictures (accidents, mutilations etc.), erotic pictures, and appropriate control stimuli showing humans in everyday activities. These stimuli were included to investigate whether smokers differ from non-smokers in the (neural) processing of general emotional stimuli. The stimuli were taken from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS [50] ) and an own picture collection. This is the first analysis of the overall data set. The data regarding the smoking stimuli will be the focus of this paper. Results regarding the other emotional stimuli will be reported separately. All stimuli were presented in 8006600 pixel resolution. An LCD projector (EPSON EMP-7250) projected them onto a screen at the end of the scanner (visual field = 18u) where they were viewed through a mirror mounted on the head coil.
Stimuli were presented in 28 randomly arranged blocks, with 4 blocks per picture-category (BEGIN-smoking-stimuli, END-smoking-stimuli, BEGIN-control-stimuli, END-control-stimuli, erotic pictures, aversive pictures, pictures of every day activities) and with the constraint of not showing the same picture category twice in a row. Each block consisted of 15 pictures of only one picture category and each picture in a block was presented for 3 s. Thus, one block had a duration of 45 s. These four blocks of each picture category always contained the same pictures but in a different, randomly arranged order.
At the end of each block, subjective craving, valence, and arousal experienced during picture presentation were rated using a three button keypad (left, right, enter). For valence and arousal, a computerized version of the Self Assessment Manikin (SAM [51] ) was applied. For craving, the scale was visualized with bars of different heights (amount of craving).
Questionnaires
The Fagerström Test of Nicotine Dependence (FTND [52] ) was used to assess the severity of addiction. Baseline craving was assessed with the Questionnaire on Smoking Urges (QSU-G [53] ), smoking history with a self-constructed questionnaire. This smoking history questionnaire as well as two questionnaires developed in the framework of the transtheoretical model of behavior change ('readiness to change questionnaire' [54] ; 'decisional balance questionnaire' [55] ) were used to further validate the self-categorization of the subjects in consonant and dissonant smokers. The smoking history questionnaire contained the following questions relevant for the concept of consonant and dissonant smokers:
1)
On average, how many cigarettes per day have you smoked over the last 12 months? 2)
How long have you been smoking (in months)? 3)
Have you ever tried to quit or to reduce smoking? (1 = yes, 2 = no).
4)
How often have you tried to quit smoking? 5)
Are you trying to quit or to reduce smoking at the moment? (1 = yes, 2 = no). 6) Do you think that you are addicted to cigarettes? (1 = yes, 2 = no).
7)
Do you think about reasons why it would be better to quit smoking? (1 = yes, 2 = no). 8)
Is smoking a pleasure for you? (1 = yes, 2 = no).
9)
Would you stop smoking if you could do so easily? (1 = yes, 2 = no).
10) How satisfied are you with yourself being a smoker? (9-point likert scale ranging from 1 = very dissatisfied to 9 = very satisfied).
The additional two questionnaires developed in the framework of the transtheoretical model of behavior change were the 'readiness to change questionnaire' [54] , which comprises the subscales 'precontemplation' (i.e. the tendency of not thinking about quitting), 'contemplation' (i.e. the tendency of thinking about quitting), and 'action' (i.e. the tendency of actually trying to quit), and the 'decisional balance questionnaire' [55] , which assesses the experienced advantages and disadvantages of smoking.
Procedure
To begin with, the study was explained to the participants, possible contraindications were checked, and written consent was obtained. Thereafter, each participant had to smoke one cigarette. This was done to ensure that the subjects had an equal degree of satiation. Then, all questionnaires had to be filled in. Exhaled carbon monoxide (CO) was measured with a Micro 4 Smokerlyzer (Bedfont Scientific Ltd; http://www.bedfont.com/smokerlyzer). For familiarization with the rating procedure, training-trials with neutral pictures (IAPS [50] ) took place outside and inside the scanner just before the experiment started. After the experiment, all subjects were debriefed and compensated financially (10 Euro/ h) or with course credits.
Image acquisition and analysis
Basic acquisition parameters. Brain images were acquired using a 1.5 T whole-body tomograph (Siemens Symphony) with a standard head coil. Anatomical measurements consisted of 160 T1-weighted sagittal images (MPRage, 1 mm slice thickness). A gradient echo field map sequence was used for assessing B0 distortions. For functional imaging, 780 volumes (3 dummy-scans) were registered using a T2*-weighted gradient echo-planar imaging sequence (EPI) with 25 transversal slices (parallel to AC-PC line) covering the whole brain (slice thickness = 5 mm; 1 mm gap; descending; TR = 2.5 s; TE = 55 ms; flip angle = 90u; FOV = 1926192 mm; matrix = 64664).
Preprocessing. The statistical parametric mapping software package (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) implemented in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, Release 2007b) was used for preprocessing and statistical analyses. Origin coordinates were adjusted to the anterior commissure (AC). Realignment and unwarping (third-order B-spline), slice time correction, and normalization to the standard brain of the Montreal Neurological Institute were performed. Smoothing was executed with an isotropic three-dimensional Gaussian filter with a full width at half maximum of 9 mm.
First level analysis. For the first level analysis, all experimental conditions and ratings were modeled with boxcars convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function in a General Linear Model. The six movement parameters of the rigid body transformation applied by the realignment procedure were introduced as covariates in the model. Serial correlations in the voxel-based time series were considered as a first-order autoregressive process and used for pre-whitening. A high-pass filter (time constant = 360 s) was implemented using cosine functions in the design matrix. Previous research has shown that BEGIN-and END-smoking-stimuli differ at least in the strength of the elicited responses (strong responses elicited by BEGINsmoking-stimuli, only weak responses elicited by END-smokingstimuli). Further, it was suggested that END-smoking-stimuli might be a distinct stimulus class eliciting unique response patterns that might be opposite to responses elicited by BEGIN-smokingstimuli [24, [32] [33] [34] [35] . Given these differences, BEGIN-smokingstimuli and END-smoking-stimuli were analyzed separately. For analyses of hemodynamic responses, contrasts between smokingstimuli and their corresponding control stimuli were calculated for each subject. These contrasts were then used as dependent variables on the second level. As it was the case in our previous research [34, 35] , activations were defined as positive differences between smoking and control stimuli; deactivations were defined as negative differences.
Second level analysis. The second level analyses comprised within group T-tests as well as between group T-tests regarding the described within subject difference contrasts (smoking minus control). Regions of interest anatomical masks were created using the Harvard-Oxford Cortical and Subcortical probabilistic atlases included in FSL (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). Regions of interest were mesolimbic and mesocortical structures known to be part of a neuronal addiction network [5, 8, 9, [26] [27] [28] : nucleus accumbens (Nacc), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), subcallosal cortex (SUBCC), medial frontal cortex (MFC), insula, amygdala, hippocampus, medial frontal gyrus (MFG, part of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). Only voxels, which belong to the respective region with $25% probability and additionally do not show a higher probability for belonging to another brain region, were included. Results are reported for a FWE corrected voxel level significance threshold of a = .05 [56] .
Analyses of subjective data
Subjective data were analyzed with SPSS 17.0 (http://www. spss.com).
With regard to stimulus-ratings, t-tests were used to compare stimuli or groups. With regard to group comparisons of stimulus ratings, we calculated within group differences between measures assessed in the smoking-stimulus condition minus the corresponding control stimulus condition and compared the groups for these differences. This was done to ensure that results are based only on the smoking content of the pictures and not on baseline differences between groups (e.g. baseline differences in craving).
Regarding questionnaire data, t-tests were used for group comparisons of the scales of the readiness to change questionnaire [54] , the decisional balance questionnaire [55] , as well as items 1, 2, and 4 of the smoking history questionnaire. Chi-square tests were used for group comparisons of items 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 of the smoking history questionnaire.
Results
One consonant smoker and two dissonant smokers had to be excluded due to technical problems during normalization of the fMRI images. Accordingly, all analyses are based on 15 consonant and 14 dissonant smokers.
Subject characteristics
Subject characteristics are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 . The following data can be seen in Table 1 . The subjects' selfcategorization revealed consonant smokers having a mean dissonance value of 2.53 (i.e. being quite consonant) and dissonant smokers having a mean dissonance value of 7.79 (i.e. being quite dissonant). As expected, both groups differed significantly in this dissonance value (t(27) = 221.12, p,.001). Both groups did not differ in age, degree of addiction (FTND), actual craving (QSU), or CO-values. In response to the question 'How satisfied are you with yourself being a smoker?' consonant smokers had a mean value of 7.20 (i.e. being satisfied) whereas dissonant smokers had a mean value of 2.57 (i.e. being dissatisfied). Here, both groups differed significantly (t(27) = 12.27, p,.001). Concerning the two questionnaires developed in the framework of the transtheoretical model of behavior change ('readiness to change questionnaire' [54] ; 'decisional balance questionnaire' [55] ), the decisional balance questionnaire revealed dissonant smokers perceiving more disadvantages of smoking than consonant smokers (t(27) = 4.18, p,.001). Also, dissonant smokers perceived more disadvantages than advantages (t(13) = 23.82, p = .002), whereas consonant smokers perceived more advantages than disadvantages of smoking (t(14) = 2.75, p = .016). However, no group-differences occurred for the perceived advantages, which is surprising given that consonant smokers are assumed to be content with their smoking behavior. The readiness to change questionnaire revealed that dissonant smokers had higher values on the contemplation scale (t(24.30) = 3.19, p = .004) and the action scale (t(18.66) = 3.96, p = .001) than consonant smokers. Consonant smokers showed higher values on the precontemplation scale than dissonant smokers (t(27) = 3.18, p = .004). Table 2 shows the items of the smoking history questionnaire that were analyzed with chi square tests. Dissonant smokers were more likely to state that they 1) would stop smoking if they could do so easily (x 2 = 25.26, p,.001), 2) think about reasons to quit (x 2 = 14.15, p,.001), 3) tried to quit or to reduce the amount of smoking in the past (x 2 = 4.33, p = .037), and 4) are trying to quit or to reduce the amount of smoking at the moment (x 2 = 12.90, p,.001).
Taken together, the questionnaire-data confirmed the subjects' self-attribution of different attitudes towards their smoking behavior. However, no group differences occurred for 1) amount of smoking, 2) number of attempts to quit, 3) self-attribution of addiction, or 4) perception of smoking as pleasurable.
Ratings
All ratings are summarized in Table 3 and Table 4 . BEGIN-smoking-stimuli (Table 3) . No significant group differences occurred regarding the within subject difference scores (BEGIN-smoking-stimuli minus BEGIN-control-stimuli). In the entire sample, BEGIN-smoking-stimuli compared to BEGINcontrol-stimuli led to more craving (t(28) = 5.69, p,.001) and were rated as more arousing (t(28) = 3.31, p = .003). Concerning valence ratings, BEGIN-stimuli and control stimuli did not differ.
END-smoking-stimuli (Table 4) . No significant group differences occurred regarding the within subject difference scores (END-smoking-stimuli minus END-control-stimuli). In the entire sample, END-smoking-stimuli led to more craving than ENDcontrol stimuli (t(28) = 2.33, p = .027). Further, END-smokingstimuli had lower valence ratings than END-control-stimuli (t(28) = -2.57, p = .016). Regarding the arousal ratings, the entire sample showed higher arousal in response to END-smokingstimuli than in response to END-control-stimuli (t(28) = 3.93, p = .001).
Brain Data
All brain data are summarized in table 5 and table 6 . Remarks. BEGIN-smoking-stimuli (Table 5 ). Significant activations (smoking . control) elicited by BEGIN-smoking-stimuli occurred neither in the entire sample nor in consonant smokers. Dissonant smokers, however, showed activations in left and right amygdala, left hippocampus, and left insula. Further, significant group differences occurred: Regions of interest analyses revealed dissonant smokers having stronger activations (smoking . control) than consonant smokers in left and right amygdala, left hippocampus, as well as left and right insula.
END-smoking-stimuli (Table 6 ). In the entire sample, END-smoking-stimuli led to a significant activation (smoking . control) in the ACC. In dissonant smokers, a significant deactivation (smoking , control) was found in the left OFC. The group comparison revealed that the smoking minus control contrast was significantly smaller in dissonant smoker than in consonant smokers in the SUBCC. An analogous trend was found in the left OFC.
Discussion
The present study investigated the influence of different attitudes towards ones own smoking behavior on subjective and neural responses to smoking associated stimuli. Consonant and dissonant smokers underwent an fMRI protocol. They were presented smoking stimuli from different stages of the intake ritual (BEGIN/END) as well as neutral stimuli (additionally, general emotional stimuli were presented that are not part of the reported analyses; see methods for details). As a major result, we found stronger responses in the ''addiction network'' in dissonant smokers than in consonant smokers.
First of all, the questionnaire data confirmed the conceptual distinctiveness of consonant and dissonant smokers. In contrast to consonant smokers, dissonant smokers were more likely to report that they would stop smoking if it could be done easily. Furthermore, dissonant smokers were less content with their Table 2 . Subject demographics for the items of the smoking history questionnaire that were analyzed with chi square tests. smoking behavior, perceived more disadvantages, and were more likely to think about reasons for stopping as well as more likely to try to reduce the amount of smoking. These findings are in accordance with Eiser, Sutton & Wober [10] . Contrary to these authors, however, no group differences were found for the severity of addiction or the self-attribution of addiction. Eiser et al. [10] did not investigate the actual severity of addiction; but they found that dissonant smokers were more likely than consonant smokers to consider themselves addicted. The authors interpret their finding as a form of dissonance reduction, i.e. dissonant smokers may justify their behavior with the belief that they are addicted. It has to be considered, however, that knowledge of the addiction potential of cigarette smoking has grown since the study by Eiser and colleagues was published in the late seventies [10] . Thus, today it may be difficult for all smokers to deny being addicted. Consequently, the consonant smokers of the present study might better fit the criteria for ''happy'' addicts; a classification that was introduced by Skog [11] . The author describes addicts on a consonance-dissonance dimension. On this dimension, consonant smokers as described by Eiser and colleagues [10] would be located on the absolute consonant side and would be called naïve addicts, because they deny being addicted. Smokers, who acknowledge being addicted but have a positive attitude towards their smoking habit, are called ''happy'' addicts. In addition, in the present study, the amount of smoking was very similar in the two subgroups. It seems therefore rather unlikely that the reported stimulus ratings and brain data are influenced by factors other than smoking attitude. Concerning brain data, it was surprising that the BEGINsmoking-stimuli did neither elicit mesocorticolimbic brain activity in the entire sample nor in consonant smokers, as found in our previous study [34] . Differences in study design might account for this (e.g. block-design with a rather long block-length). Even more impressive, dissonant smokers revealed significant activations in amygdala, hippocampus, and insula. These activations were, in fact, significantly increased compared to consonant smokers.
All three structures are crucially involved in motivational and emotional processing. In the context of addiction research, they are discussed as being part of a neuronal addiction network involved in cue detection, reactivation of drug memories, elicitation of appetitive psychophysiological responses to cues, and in the generation of a conscious experience of these responses [8, 9, [26] [27] [28] . The amygdala is known to be involved in processing the reward value of various kinds of learned and unlearned stimuli [57] [58] [59] [60] . It has been proposed that in addiction the amygdala has an important role in the detection of drug cues and shows an abnormal activity in response to these cues (e.g. [28, 61] ). According to Bechara [5] , it is an important part of the neuronal system underlying the impulsive processing of drug cues in addicts. Further, it has been suggested that the amygdala is particularly important in cue-induced relapse [62] . Interestingly, a current meta-analysis regarding cue reactivity in a wide array of addictions revealed the amygdala-hippocampus system to be more reliably activated in addicts with high motivation to quit than in addicts with no motivation to quit [29] . This has been interpreted in terms of a reactivation of drug memories [29] .
According to the somatic marker hypothesis [63, 64] , affective responses to salient stimuli are evoked by amygdala projections to structures changing the internal milieu of the body, such as visceral motor structures and certain brainstem nuclei, as well as through behaviour related structures such as the ventral striatum. The internal changes elicited by the amygdala have further influences on neural processing and motivated behavior. One structure of critical importance in the further processing of these amygdala induced internal changes is the insula. The insula has important functions in interoception, i.e. the neural mapping of internal bodily states [65] [66] [67] . Furthermore, the right anterior insula is thought to be the place where conscious awareness of internal processes arises, which in turn is proposed to be an important part of emotion [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] . The structure's importance for addiction has been illustrated by a human study demonstrating that subjects with lesions to the insula (compared with subjects suffering from other brain damages) were able to quit smoking immediately [68] as well as an animal study showing that inactivating the insula leads to a disruption of drug conditioned place preference in rats [69] . Based upon this body of literature, Naqvi and Bechara [8, 9] propose a model of insula function in addiction (see also [5] ). According to the authors, the insula processes interoceptive states that are produced by drugs and integrates these into conscious feelings and into decision-making processes. Whereas many of the drug induced bodily processes are aversive at first, dopaminergic modulation of insula, amygdala, and ventromedial prefrontal cortex is suggested to turn them into very strong internal incentive stimuli later on. Similar to Damasio [63, 64] , Naqvi and Bechara [8, 9] propose that these interoceptive processes can also be triggered (without ingestion of a drug) by a stimulus associated with drug consumption. As noted above, the amygdala is critical for this. These processes are encoded by the insula and integrated into motivational processes (like the emergence of craving [70] ) that support addiction and bias decision making, which might lead to relapses.
With this in mind, our results point towards an enhanced incentive processing of BEGIN-smoking-stimuli in dissonant smokers. The neural impulsive system of this group of smokers might be hyper-responsive to drug-cues, which could in turn lead to exaggerated incentive motivational responses encoded by the insula. One could further speculate that this might then weaken the counteracting reflective system, diminish the influence of reflective reasoning about the danger of smoking, and make it difficult for dissonant smokers to quit smoking. Given this, the hyper-responsivity could explain why consonant and dissonant smokers did not differ in ratings, amount of smoking, number of attempts to quit, and perception of smoking as pleasurable. At the moment, this has to stay speculation of course. However, similar results showing group differences in physiological but not subjective measures have been reported previously [23, 49] .
Regarding the END-smoking-stimuli results, similar interpretations seem conceivable. When looking only at dissonant smokers, we found a deactivation in the OFC. Further, SUBCC activity in response to END-smoking-stimuli (minus END-control-stimuli) was significantly lower in dissonant smokers than in consonant smokers. Keeping in mind that such deactivations could point to a unique reactivity of END-smoking-stimuli, which might have a specific function in the guidance of behavior [24] , this result seems to further emphasize that dissonant smokers process drug associated stimuli more impulsively. Contrary to our earlier study [34] , however, we did not find any deactivations in the ventral striatum or the ACC. Surprisingly, the ACC was activated by END-smoking-stimuli when analysing the entire sample. Thus, results of our earlier study [34] could not be confirmed here. It is possible that the different study designs account for the diverging results.
Limitations
Two potential limitations were noted by the reviewers and need to be addressed.
First, the current analysis is part of a larger study in which also aversive and erotic pictures were presented, in addition to the smoking stimuli analyzed here. Theoretically, it could be possible that these stimuli influenced the responses to the smoking stimuli. However, to us this seems to be very unlikely because the study was designed in a way that should prevent such influences (i.e. having no overlap between regressors, randomization of picture categories). Nevertheless it might be sensible to conduct further research on the influence of attitudes on the processing of smoking stimuli without presenting such additional stimuli. Second, the low number of subjects per group need to be considered. This might have reduced the power of our experiment and we might have missed some additional effects. Nevertheless, the effects that are significant despite insufficient power must have a considerable size to become significant and should therefore not only be seen as reliable, but also as quantitatively stronger than the same results with a larger sample size.
Conclusions
In sum, our study was able to demonstrate that the attitude towards ones cigarette consumption behavior can influence the neural processing of smoking stimuli. The present results suggest that the incentive value of drug-associated stimuli stimulates dissonant users more than consonant users. Rather speculatively, a possibly enhanced reflective processing of the negative consequences of smoking might counteract these impulsive processes. As a result, the observable behavior of dissonant smokers might be not distinguishable from that of consonant smokers.
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